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A
ABSTRACT
Th
his paper rep
ports on a wind tunnel exxperiment on a wind turbiine aerofoil uunder turbuleent
inlet. Urban Wind
W
Energy is considereed as a prom
mising way off harvesting w
wind energy
y in
bu
uilt areas, hen
nce slashing infrastructurral wind enerrgy costs. Efffective positiooning strateg
gies
arre needed to maximise
m
thee performancce; however, the role of tu
urbulent infloows is not cleear.
In
n particular, the role of turbulent leength scales is difficult to assess. In this work, the
t
DU
U96w180 win
nd turbine aerofoil
a
is in
nvestigated regarding
r
its aerodynamiic performan
nce
un
nder varyingg inflow turrbulence stru
uctures. Parrticular atten
ntion is giveen to the sttall
mechanism, heence the ang
gle of attack of the bladee is varied acccordingly 0<<α<45deg. In
nlet
urbulence is created
c
by means of passiive grids, witth various geeometrical settup, in orderr to
tu
ob
btain a wide range of turrbulent strucctures. In ord
der to test th
he effect of laarge scales, two
t
ch
hord length for
f the modell are chosen c=0.125÷0.02
25m in orderr to maximisee the length--toch
hord ratio L/cc.
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INTR
RODUCTIO
ON AND BACKGRO
B
OUND
Urrban Wind Ennergy (UWE) is accountedd as a suitablee way of harv
vesting more w
wind energy in a more
cost-efficcient way [1]. However, thee aerodynami cs of wind tu
urbines (WTs) located in buuilt areas is ch
hallenging
because oof several issuues, e.g. the statistics
s
of thhe wind at thee inlet and thee response off WTs to such
h turbulent
inflows. B
Based on thesse issues, the positioning oof WTs within
n built premisses is the mainn concern in UWE [2].
Supposeddly, a suitable location for harvesting
h
wiind is at thosee spots of the urban environnment, wheree the mean
wind veloocity is maxim
mised, while the
t fluctuatingg wind is min
nimised [3]. However, this sstatement mig
ght find its
origin in the tendency of replicating
g standard wiind climate co
onditions [4], rather than reeliable resultss, showing
the actuaal performancee with varying
g position, exxcluding limited literature focusing
f
on thhe power outp
put, rather
that the aaerodynamic performance
p
[5
5].
Thhis work will focus on the aerodynamic
a
rresponse of WTs
W to turbuleent structures aat the inlet. In
n fact, it is
normally agreed that tuurbulence at the inlet is nott a governing parameter forr the aerodynaamic performaance. This
importantt statement iss largely accep
pted in the aeeronautical fieeld. Miley [6] pointed out that aerofoils are only
sensitive to turbulence, if the inflow
w integral lenggth scale is com
mparable with
h the boundary
ry layer thickn
ness. Wind
Turbine aaerodynamics has internalizzed this assum
mption, then Free
F
Stream Turbulence
T
(FFST) supposed
dly has an
effect onnly on the unnsteady variaation of the rreal angle off attack , th
herefore turbuulence is neg
glected in
experimeents and simullations [7]. Th
he integral leength scale off turbulence iss then accounnted as the reaason, why
atmospheeric turbulencee, which is characterised byy large scales, has no role in
n the aerodynaamic performaance.
Hoowever, this assumption
a
is invalidated foor WTs for a twofold reaso
on: (i) when pplaced in built premises,
but also iin clusters or in
i ducts, the turbulent
t
infloow is not com
mparable to atm
mospheric winnds, as usually
y provided
with smaaller scales; (iii) the understanding of thee effects of turrbulence on WT
W blades is ddirectly relateed to bluff
body aeroodynamics, ass WTs experience stall, whicch is affected by turbulencee.
Nuumerous expeerimental stu
udies have beeen performed to investig
gate the effecct of either turbulence
t
intensity or length scale of inflo
ow turbulencee on bluff bodies
b
[8]. Although
A
the literature sttill shows
incongrueences, importtant results arre available foor various baasic bluff bodiied shapes, buut also for en
ngineering
applicatioons as wind tuurbine blades [9]–[11]. Moost works only
y correlate thee aerodynamicc performance with the
turbulencce intensity of
o the inflow, either disreggarding the effect
e
of the length scales,, or giving a marginal
interpretaation of their importance.
i
The
T reason forr that is the diifficulty in varying the rangge of the leng
gth scale L
to characcteristic dimennsion c ratio, while fixing the other stattistics. Moreover, it is diffi
ficult to obtain
n range of
scales larrger than L⁄c ≤ 1.5÷2. Theerefore, the reesearch is nott directly app
plicable to atm
mospheric flow
ws, which
experiencce much larger integral scalles. Nonetheleess, urban flow
ws are rather local flows chaaracterised by
y signature
turbulencce in wakes orr shear layers of buildings aand other obsttacles, hence the negligibilitty of turbulen
nce is not a
trivial asssumption [12].
Beearman & Moorel [8] have shown
s
that freee stream turb
bulence (FST) affects conssiderably both
h the mean
and unsteeady behaviouur of separated
d shear layers of bluff bodiees. In particulaar, the surfacee pressure is affected
a
by
a shift toowards the sepparation pointt in both the mean, fluctuaating and peaak pressure sta
tatistics. This finding is
confirmedd also by Nakkamura & Ozo
ono [13], who stress out thee role of the tu
urbulent lengthh scales. In paarticular, it
seems that turbulence has a noticeeable effect fo
for L⁄c ≤ 5, then
t
approach
hing the smoooth flow behaaviour for
higher scales. Li and Melbourne
M
[14
4] used a largee range of grid meshes and
d distances forr a set of squaare prisms,
noting thhat the effect of length scaales is more ppronounced for
f higher turb
bulence intennsities. Haan et
e al. [15]
obtained however that the effect of large
l
integral sscales up to L⁄c = 7.8 is sttill remarkablee.
Onn the wake off the results fo
or bluff bodiees, a limited am
mount of reseearch has beenn conducted also
a on the
evaluationn of the effeccts of inlet tu
urbulence on typical WT blades
b
[16]. In
I particular, the stall mecchanism is
sensitive to turbulence intensities at the inlet, for vvarious Reyno
olds number regimes [17]. H
However, it iss not clear,
whether tthis is associaated will smalll or large inteegral length scales. Neverth
heless, a twoffold effect is noticeable
n
on aerofooils: (i) the trriggering of laminar-to-turbbulent transittion of the bo
oundary layerr (decreasing maximum
Lift); (ii) the increase of transport of
o momentum
m between thee boundary lay
yer region andd the undisturrbed flow,
thus increeasing the ressistance again
nst adverse prressure gradieent and delayiing separationn (increasing maximum
Lift). Althhough the seccond effect is more pronouunced [18], th
he presence orr lack of transsition must bee carefully
accountedd [9].
It appears that an
a increase in
n turbulence inntensity enhan
nces WT blad
de properties, causing a dellay in stall
and an inncrease in maxximum Lift and aerodynam
mic performan
nce [10], [19], [20]. Maldoonado et al. [9
9] add that
large scalles dampen thhe actual effecct of turbulencce, but the lim
mited range of turbulent charracteristics tessted needs
further exxtension to draaw definitive conclusions oon this issue.
Thhis work willl present the first results of an experiimental invesstigation, whiich tries to go
g beyond
limitationns in the expeerimental setu
up, testing a w
wide range off turbulence scales
s
and inteensities and correlating
c
them withh the angle of
o attack and the stall mechhanism. Univ
versity of Liég
ge. The aim oof the experim
ment is to
2
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understannd the role of the length scaale of turbulennce in influenccing the aerod
dynamic perfoormance of wind turbine
aerofoils..
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MET
THODOLO
OGY
Thhe aerodynam
mic behaviour of a Wind Tuurbine aerofoiil is tested in the wind tunnnel of the Uniiversity of
Liége. Thhe parameterss which goverrn the behavioour are basicaally the variattion of the ang
ngle of attack and the
⁄u and the
Reynoldss numbers Rec . In this expeeriment, the fu
further parameeters of the tu
urbulence inteensity
integral leength scale L are studied, with
w particularr reference to the
t pressure distribution
d
aloong the aerofo
oil.
Thhe experimentt will be fulfilled at the Univ
iversity of Liéége. The setup is outlined inn Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 a) Wiind Tunnel Ex
xperimental Seetup, with the set of three grrids; b) the aer
erofoil model.
Thhe wind tunnnel of the Un
niversity of L
Liège is a clo
osed loop sub
bsonic bounddary layer wiind tunnel
(Mach<00.15), with thee possibility of an open-loopp configuratio
on. The test-seection of 1.800×2.00×2.50m
m is placed
at 16.00m
m from the inllet nozzle. Th
his distance is suitable for the developmeent of a wide range of turbulent inlet
structuress, which will be generated
d using the ppassive grid teechnique. Thee generation of vorticity due
d to the
presence of the grid annd the consequ
uent drop in tthe pressure field
f
cause thee quiescent uppstream flow to
t develop
isotropic turbulent chaaracteristics, which
w
is ideall in order to understand
u
thee role of simpple turbulencee statistics.
Various ttypologies of grids are reported in the lliterature. How
wever, the square barred ggrid is accoun
nted as the
most reliaable geometryy of generating
g an isotropic uniform turbu
ulent flow-field [21].
A set of passivve grids, con
nsisting of a mesh of squaare wooden bars,
b
will be implemented
d. Various
turbulencce structures will
w be obtaineed by varyingg bar width d and mesh pacce M. The dist
stance x upstreeam to the
model is a parameter too be controlled. In order to have isotropy
y, a distance off at least 10M
M=x has to be kept.
k
A preliminary grid
g setup is prroposed in Taab 1.
Table
T
1. Propoosed setup of the
t set of grid
ds.
Grid
Small, s
Medium,, m
Large, l

B Size
Bar
d [m]
d/c
0.2
0.0255
0.06255
0.5
0.18755
1.5

Messh Size
M [m]
M/c
0.125
1
0.375
3
0.75
6

Min. diistance
10M=x [m]
x/c
1.25
10
3.75
30
7.50
60

Porosity
y
⁄
β= 1- d M 2 >0.5
0.64
0.69
0.56

Thhe wind turbiine aerofoil to be tested iis the DU 96
6w180, design
ned at the Unniversity of Delft
D
[22].
Regardinng the size of the
t model, folllowing considderations on th
he choice of th
he chord lengtth have been made.
m
The
a
for a length
l
scale oof Lx,max ≅15-2
20cm. In ordeer to test the eeffect of largee scales, a
use of a ppassive grid allows
model w
with a rather small
s
chord length
l
c≅0.1--0.15m is neccessary. The literature connfirms the diffficulty in
simulatinng large scaless in wind tunn
nels and the nnecessity of a small chord [20]. Therefoore, for this ex
xperiment,
two chordd lengths are chosen to be tested with th
the set of threee grids. A first model, =
=0.125m, will allow the
performattion of surfacce pressure meeasurements, while a secon
nd model c2 =0.025m, will allow the estiimation of
large scalles, measuringg the aerodynaamic forces onn the model. The
T latter will obviously reqquire a correction of the
velocity oof the wind tuunnel in order to match the Reynolds num
mber which iss chosen for thhe model. Regarding
R
5
the Reynnolds numberr, two ranges are chosen in particular: 1) low-Reyn
nolds range
≅1.5×10 ; 2) highReynoldss range
≅1.5×106 . Howeever, the mainn parameter too be varied throughout the experiment iss the angle
of attack (Fig. 1). A large range is
i proposed, tto understand the role of tu
urbulence withh specific reg
gard to the
4
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stall mechhanism: 0) Zeero angle 0deg
g; 1) Pre-stalll 2-8÷10deg; 2)
2 Stall 10-15
5deg; 2) Post--stall 10-20deg
g; 3) Fullstall 20-445deg.
Thhe following table introdu
uces the expeerimental cam
mpaign to be fulfilled, withh an estimatiion of the
number oof setups.
Table 22. Experimental setup.
Grid
M/c1, d/cc1,

Posiition of the
grrid x [m]

exp. turbb.
Intensityy I

pected int.
exp
leng
gth scale L

Undisturrbed
Small
(1, 1/5, 0.664)

-

<0.1%

-

Medium
(3, 0.5, 0.669)

Large
(6, 1.5, 0.557)

Range of ang
ngles
0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=110

=1.25

high

Smalll

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=100

=3.75

normal

Smalll

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=110

=7.50

low

Mediu
um/Small

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=55

=6.25

low

Smalll

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=110

=1.25

high

Smalll

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=100

=3.75

high

Mediu
um

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=110

=7.50

low/normal

Mediu
um/Large

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=55

=6.25

normal

Mediu
um

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=110

=7.50

normal

Mediu
um

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=55

=6.25

normal/highh

Mediu
um

0-45→5 conf
nf.

x=77

=8.75

normal/low

Largee

0-45→5 conf
nf.

Estimated
experiments
4-5

16-20
1

16-20
1

12-15
1

Thhe use of two models allow
ws for a wide range of turbu
ulence characcteristics to bee related and compared.
c
Howeverr, such a widee variability off parameters hhas to take in
nto account the actual conteent in small sccales, as a
growth inn integral lenggth scale is usu
ually related too a change in the small scalles content.
Thhese results will
w be used as validation forr future test-caases on the flo
ow pattern on aerofoils.
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